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16 enjoy what you're reading?

from the first time i picked up along the 
shore ,  by jane fairburn, i was entranced. 

after putting it down, i had learned much 
about the waterfront world in which we 
all live in east end toronto. i am infin itely 

more educated now thanks to this 
charming yet intensive h istory. 

STORY: SARAH DANN

A Stroll Along The Shore

REDISCOVERING TORONTO’S WATERFRONT HERITAGE

M. JANE FAIRBURN

“Jane Fairburn has produced an extraordinary account of Toronto’s waterfront 

experience. Creatively drawing from new primary research and the gleanings of oral 

tradition, she has provided us with an accessible, informative, and compelling story 

which not only reconnects us to our shared waterfront heritage but prompts us to 

reimagine its future possibilities.”              — David Crombie, former Mayor of Toronto

“Toronto’s waterfront is the city’s front door to the world. Jane Fairburn’s book 

wonderfully brings to life the vibrant neighbourhoods of this great waterfront city.”

— David Miller, former Mayor of Toronto

“Jane Fairburn’s work is a powerful gift of hope for Lake Ontario. Through it, she has 

found a way to reengage us with our shorelines, our water, our communities. She 

reminds us not only of what our connection to Lake Ontario is, but what it has been 

— and most excitingly, what it can be again.”

— Mark Mattson, President and Waterkeeper for Lake Ontario Waterkeeper 

Along the Shore is a detailed and intimate history of the Toronto waterfront through the lens 

of four communities and districts that still hug the edge of the lake: the Scarborough shore, the 

Beach, the Island, and the Lakeshore (Humber Bay, Mimico, New Toronto, and Long Branch). 

Jane Fairburn traces the origins of Toronto’s waterfront culture from the geological formation 

of the shore through to its fascinating Aboriginal and French presence, European settlement, 

its resort period, urbanization, and the present day. Lavishly illustrated with over 250 images, 

including printed ephemera, the work of well-known and emerging artists, treasured family 

records and photographs, and archival holdings, this book is built on a strong foundation of pri-

mary historical research, bolstered by the experiences and memories of those who have called 

the shore home. A unique cast of characters brings this past to life, including the adventurous 

Mrs. John Graves Simcoe, urban farmer Robert McCowan, classical pianist Glenn Gould, fisher-

man and lifesaver William Ward, sculler Ned Hanlan, and Lakeshore heroes Gus Ryder and Cliff 

Lumsdon. Featuring interviews with film director Norman Jewison and swimmer Marilyn Bell, 

Along the Shore is historical, anecdotal, descriptive, and at the same time deeply personal. It is 

a layered journey into time and place, one that is certain to reconnect Torontonians with their 

rich waterfront heritage.

4109927817709
 

53295

978-1-77041-099-2

$32.95 U.S./CDN

ecwpress.com

#alongtheshore
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From my first peek through the pages of Along the Shore, 

it was apparent that this was not a superficial look at the 

history of toronto's waterfront. the book was budding with 

visuals, full of facts and organized into thoughtful sections for 

each segment of the toronto waterfront detailed in the book. 

it was when i discovered that author m. jane fairburn (who 

goes by jane) was a lawyer, that the vast amount of research 

contained in this beautiful book finally made sense. 

 "the book represents more than ten years of research," 

jane tells me when we sit down in the backyard of her 

home along the bluffs. but it really goes much further back 

than that i find out as she continues. "as norman jewison 

told me when we did a lengthy interview, 'you can never 

really escape your early influences.'" jane's took place 

along toronto's waterfront. "i was raised wandering through 

highland creek," she tells me. "my earliest memories are 

from the waterfont around the rouge and looking out at that 

large expanse of water from a young age." 

 along the shore takes a close look at four communities:  

the scarborough shore, the beach, the island and the 

lakeshore. each section is broken down into a further seven 

sections which are relevant because they indicate just how 

much history is covered with respect to each area. they are: 

the nature of the place; beginnings; settlement; resort era; 

the village; destruction and loss; and renewal. in other 

words, a complete overview of past to present. and while 

the book is very organized in its approach, it is designed 

so you can pick it up and start with any section and either 

read it completely or move around. perhaps the greatest 

accomplishment of along the shore is that even with sixteen 

pages of works cited, it is an easy and a charming read. 

 this is in a large part due to the many stories included 

in the book. jane says, "one of my happier accomplishments 

was to record the stories of people who live along the shore. 

there is a strong component of oral history." 

 added to these is jane's own story, the one that led her 

to write the book...ten years back jane was taking a break 

from law to raise her children. she had a toddler and two 

very young twin babies at home and life was very busy. she 

lived on the bluffs and was out for a run one day when she 

slipped on ice, and took a tumble right over the edge of the 

bluffs at a point known as "killer hill" - clearly not a place 

you want to be. she was clinging to the top of the bluffs, 

alone, with a broken leg. she found herself looking out at 

the lake and asking herself the as she says, quintissential 

canadian question, "where am i?". 

"One of my happier accomplishments was to record the stories of people 
who live along the shore. There is a strong component of oral history." 

~ Jane Fairburn  

PHOTOS THIS PAGE AND PREVIOUS PAGE ARE COURTESY OF THE CITY OF TORONTO ARCHIVES. THEY ARE THOUGHT TO HAVE BEEN TAKEN BY 
THE SAME PHOTOGRAPHER, WILLIAM JAMES. THE ROWBOAT WAS TAKEN IN 1910. THE GIRLS AT LEFT WERE TAKEN ON FISHERMAN'S ISLAND. 
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The painting below by artist Laurie Jones shows William Ward and his sisters 
out for a possibly fateful sail  on the bay. Laurie Jones grew up in the Beach 

and now lives and paints on the Toronto Island. 

Jane Fairburn, centre, with editor, Jennifer 
Knoch and publisher, Jack David both of 

local publishing company ECW Press. 
Appropriately, they are pictured along the 

shore at the Balmy Beach Club where the 
book launch party was held in June.  
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 "this was a lake i'd never seen before. it was a large 

inland sea and a cold one at that. i was thinking, what was 

this like when it was really wild?" home with her young kids 

and an active mind, jane set out to answer that question. 

"history became my lens and my tool," jane says, "i decided 

that to reference place and understand the place i was in, i 

needed to understand geology and geography and i also had 

to reference the lens of time."

 this was where jane's skills as a lawyer came into play. 

she had a lot of experience with interviewing and was able 

to take a consistent and detailed approach to the research. 

it quickly became apparent that as well as the information 

available in books, many living people had stories to share 

and jane spoke with many people as part of her research. 

"the book is essentially a group of stories," she says, "a 

unique cast of characters emerge from the book." 

 several of these individuals attended jane's book 

launch in june. jimmy jones of the island, for instance, 
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Along the Shore is available at  Book City or at Al Sinclair's office at 2237 Queen St. E.

The painting below is by famous local painter, William Kurelek and exists as 
a side altar mural at Corpus Christi Church in the Beaches. It depicts a storm 

gathering over Lake Ontario at Woodbine Beach. 

REPRINTED WITH PERMISSION. WILLIAM KURELEK, COPYRIGHT THE ESTATE OF WILLIAM KURELEK, COURTESY OF THE WYNICK/TUCK GALLERY, 
TORONTO AND THE ARCHIVVES OF THE ROMAN CATHOLIC ARCHDIOCESE OF TORONTO (ARCAT).  

and many others. the lineup for autographs looked like a 

celebrity book signing not a first-time author's, but jane is a 

very warm and friendly person and she clearly has made a 

lot of friends along the way. amongst these are her editor, 

jennifer knoch and publisher, jack david of local publishing 

company ecw press (featured in local in january 2012). in 

her speech, jennifer mentioned that along the shore is one 

of the most complex projects she has worked on and jane 

concedes that it was largely the permissions for the many 

visuals - paintings, photographs, maps and more - that made 

the project a massive challenge. ecw press deserves credit 

for the lovely layout of the finished product. the fonts, paper, 

even the section dividers make this a beautiful read. 

 i found it notable that jane was able to organize each 

section of lakefront under similar headings. she explained, 

"once i got into the archives, what became quickly clear to 

me is that it is one connected shoreline from east to west. 

we are not only connected geographically and geologically 

but also people had similar experiences in the east and west. 

that is the way the city evolved, along the shore." 

 so from our earliest beginnings, native settlements 

to fishing communities, deforestation and resorts to more 

recent developments, the book uses poetry and art and 

photography to tell us about our own lakefront history. it is a 

testament to jane that her book features first-ever published 

paintings, like the one above from local artist william kurelek. 

and paintings like laurie jones' on the previous page were 

shared to tell the tales of our history in a way that resonates. 

 at the book launch, a few people including mark 

mattson of lake ontario waterkeeper (see local article, the 

lake with love, summer 2011), commented on "renewal" 

being the final chapter of each section and the optimism 

this inspires about the future of our lakefront communities. 

and indeed, talking to jane, i can imagine another book in 

another ten years. as jane says, "it is through the lens of 

these communities that we are still connected to the lake."


